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What about constructing a meromorphic

functionof degree 29
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If AE A 2h and Zo then Zo

is firedby 2 EX but Io eth to 2o is
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Thus Pia panicled and induces a

meromorphic function on GCA of algae z
Pis called the Weierstrass Pfunction

Recall our construction of Reimann
surface structures on polygonal
regions in 1123



These regions leave well defined metrics
on their faces These metrics togetherwith
thechoiceof an orientation give conformal
structures on thefaces

Lf
We can also think of Qin are having
not just a conformal structure but a

metric structure faction preserves the
metricstructure

Example
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Quotientsurface Cllr can be
identified with the boundary
ofthetetrahedron We constructed

Is a a Riemann surface structure
At on thissurface earlier in the

course



Pinduces a conformal

isomorphismfromtheboundaryofthe tetrahedron
tools So this l is conf isomorphic
to Qos

this picturesuggests that thepoints
ofvalence 2 for P are the half lattice

points fits check this
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at least 2 But Phar degree 2 so

the valence must be exactly e

faire P has a poleof order 2 at o

Note that this is consistent with
the Reimann Hurwitzformula
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Cor The polynomial HE 2072 28 u had
distinct o's

Cor The functions Z PG PED

from 19h to a parametrize the cane
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This parametrization extender to the

Reeniannsurfeene I where o Cosas

Remark I QR gives an alternate

compactificationof E and of R In

degree 3 and 4 this comp of Ris non augites
In higher degree it is singular

We can think of PG and PA as

being the analoguesof sine and cost

for R instead of Ether L in that

cob Sui and Siu cost I



Recall that the elliptic integral
after which the elliptic curve is

named corresponds to
f dOPEN
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peg
brakes sense when we choose a braucleforro
and choose a branch for P Different
brandies for F differby a constant

Example

w
Note that we can also integrate our

closed looks ink

We call these integralsperiods
The collection ofperiod is a

subgroup of Q since fit Q

is a homomorphism rm SIE



A is the lattice ofperiods

Note that if a Riemannsurface
from a non wainshrig bud I form
then any

2 such forms differ

by multiplication by a ocular

Cor Given an ellipticawfueek the
collection of homomorphisms from IND Q

obtained by migrating lid I forms is
a t duriensuinal complex subspaceof
HowCNN e which has dim 2

A characteristic propertyof the torus
is the existenceof a non vanishing
bed I form Just as the existenceof
a www fan with 1pole is a clear

property of the sphere
For a general we can consider the
subspone of Hondt a e corresponding
to integrationof bolt forms



Given a lattice h we havedescribed

how to find an ellipticvariety Say
we have a P how do we find thelatticed

Step 1 Showthat R Ew Pais bus a

non zero holomorphic t form

Hol t form gives a systemof charts

comingfromintegration Thesediffer
by a constant

Cor Guinea meromorphic l forma
an R pules0 yours0 HR



Follows from the AuainTheorem that
a Riemann surface homeomorphic to a

torus can bus theforumQln with l a lattice

In portraiture such a surface has a

non zero bot I future

We can identify the collectionof
elliptic curves with 4 tuplenof distinct

points in QP

Prop brien 4 distinct points in there

is a holomorphic map from T to E P

brandied at exactlythine a point
Proof R Qui Qes Gas is branched
at the 3 roots of P and at a


